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Summary
Computer analysis of gene expression in the nervous system plays a fundamental role in
biology, genetics, and neurosciences. We studied molecular and genetic mechanisms of
enhanced aggressiveness in comparison with tolerant behaviour using experimental
animal models developed at the Institute of Cytology and Genetics SB RAS. Grey rats
(Rattus norvegicus) have been subjected to selection during several generations in two
directions – friendly, tolerant behaviour towards man (tame grey rats) and increased
aggressive behaviour. We used samples from hypothalamus, mesencephalic tegmentum
and periaqueductum grey matter from brain areas of grey rats genetically selected by
behaviour in many generations. The set of computer tools and data processing pipelines
helped to find genes and gene regulation patterns related to behaviour patterns. RNAprofiling experiments revealed the lists of differentially expressed genes in the contrast
samples as well as differentially spliced isoforms. The gene ontology categories of
protein transport, phosphoproteins, and nucleotide binding are presented together with
categories of transmission of nerve impulses and neuron development were identified.
Differential alternative splicing events found in the brain areas studied are statistically
significant. We discuss role of alternative splicing events for neurospecific genes in
behaviour patterns as well as extension of brain transcriptomics profiling.

1

Introduction

Aggressive behaviour is a complex phenomenon implying genetics and physiological roots
[1]. Basic studies have shown that the frequency and the severity of aggression rate depend on
the hereditary predispositions, previous experience of aggressive behaviour and social
context, provoking the demonstration of aggression. To study a genetic component of
aggressive behaviour we used published data on genes expression (RNA-seq and microarrays)
related to such behaviour in mouse and rat, as well as in-house experimental data in rat [2-5].
Computer analysis of molecular mechanisms underlying nervous system function has a
fundamental role in biology, genetics, and cognitive sciences [6]. Computer methods are
widely used for the study of gene structure, gene interactions, and gene expression regulation
in the brain cells. High-throughput sequencing technologies and microarray assays permit us
to conduct research on gene expression in brain areas at new, qualitatively higher level.
Affymetrix microarrays were used to detect differences in brain gene expression between two
inbred mouse strains (C57BL/6J and 129SvEv) [5]. In this work we briefly review the main
bioinformatics approaches and databases on gene expression analysis in brain cells and
present results on alternative splicing analysis in the rat transcriptomes studied.
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Another behaviour model in mouse checks the increased aggressiveness as the result of
repeated positive fighting experience in daily encounters that simulates specific social
“experience” [3-5]. As a consequence of the repeated aggression, the social and individual
behaviours become pathological: such males attacked females or other mice demonstrating
submissive behaviour. The research was aimed to elucidate the genetic and molecular
mechanisms of hereditary defined (first model, rats) and acquired (second model, mouse)
increased aggressiveness using gene expression profiling by RNA-seq in different brain
regions from aggressive and tame animals.
There are several studies of gene expression in brain areas of laboratory animals aimed at
general mapping of transcription activity [6-8]. Some differentially expressed genes were
found in chromosomal regions with known behavioural quantitative trait loci (QTLs). Our
study proceeds with recent published work on group comparison of RNA-seq profiles in tame
and aggressive laboratory animals [4; 5]. Integration of available genomics data is an
important step for the behavioural studies in rat [1; 2]. We used several computer tools for
construction of differentially expressed genes in rat transcriptome sets, as well as new
ExpGene tool for analysis of gene co-expression patterns. The gene ontology categories of
protein transport, phosphoproteins, as well as transmission of nerve impulses and neuron
development categories, were identified as significantly abundant in the differentially
expressed gene lists related to aggressive behaviour. In addition, using the software for gene
splicing analysis we found the differentially spliced gene isoforms frequency profiles in our
RNA-Seq data in aggressive and tame rats. Differential alternative splicing events studied are
statistically significant. Finally, we discuss role of the alternative splicing for neurospecific
genes in behaviour patterns.

2

Materials

Selection of brain areas responsible for behavioural traits is a key for cell sample preparation.
The status of gene expression at the level of mRNA transcription is vital for both neuron
development and morphogenesis, as well as for the functioning of distinct gene networks in
the mature cells of various brain regions. Transcriptomes obtained from different brain
regions with different specializations in aggressive animals can shed light on mechanisms
governing the selective functions of these regions and allow the evaluation of their specificity
in comparison to nonaggressive animals regardless of whether the animals were the result of
selection or the environment. The brain regions in our studies include the mesencephalic
tegmentum (MT), containing bodies of dopaminergic and opioidergic neurons and responsible
for reward mechanisms; the periaqueductum grey matter (PGM), containing the bodies of
serotonergic neurons responsible for the inhibiting control of aggressive behaviour; and the
hypothalamus (Hyp), which is involved in the regulation of stress responsiveness.
The elucidation of differentially expressed genes associated with the specific phenotype can
be further examined using a variety of secondary analyses, e.g., examining if the genes cluster
within known gene ontology categories or are part of a known protein-protein interaction
network [6; 9-10]. Selected genes can be grouped on the basis of common transcription
factors and other regulatory elements.
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The research was aimed to study the molecular and genetic mechanisms of enhanced
aggressiveness in comparison with tolerant behaviour using two unique experimental models
developed at the Institute of Cytology and Genetics SB RAS. One of them are grey rats
(Rattus norvegicus), which have been subjected to selection during several generations in two
directions – friendly, tolerant behaviour towards a man (tame grey rats) and increased
aggressive behaviour ("aggressors") [2]. The latter rats feature the reinforced enhanced
aggression not only towards a man (in the “glove test” when the rat in cage attacks and bites
human hand in glove), but also towards the animals in the intermale agonistic interactions.
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Methods

RNA-seq sequencing of rat and mouse brain areas samples was done using Illumina HiSeq
1500. RNA quality was tested on Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent) following the Illumina protocol.
Sequencing depth consisted of at least 10 mol reads for each sample. The files obtained in
“fastq” format were used for the reads mapping onto the RGSC Rnor_5.0\rn5 and GRCm38
reference genomes using Tophat2 aligner. Input reads were filtered and trimmed by
Trimmomatic software [11]. Trimmomatic omits technical sequences and sequences with low
quality from input data. We use Tophat2 program [12] for mapping reads on the rodent
reference genomes. Tophat2 is built on ultrafast, memory-efficient program Bowtie [13] and
can identify splice junctions. Files with genome annotations were downloaded from UCSC
genome browser [14]. The bam-files - received from Tophat output - were used for detection
of differentially expressed genes and alternative splicing analysis in the samples. We have
analysed rat and mouse gene expression by Cufflinks v2.0.2 programs [10]. Cufflinks use
bam files - with mapped reads – and gff files with reference genome annotation for
calculation gene expression. Cufflinks also provide information about differently expressed
genes between the samples. Gene expression levels were estimated in FPKM (fragments per
kilobase per million reads) values. The detection of splice variants and differential splicing
was performed using rMATS software [15].

Figure 1: Block scheme for analysis of differentially expressed genes in rat.

4

Software and applications

Earlier we implemented a simple and fast program tool in C++ language for similar tasks of
microarray and RNA-Seq data analysis. The tool simplifies the identification of structural
features of genes with high expression [16]. It continues approaches developed earlier at
ICGenomics complex [17] and software for genome sequences analysis [18]. The ExGene
program has user interface, new options for data pre-processing, statistical analysis and data
visualization (Figure 2).
Data pre-processing and filtering were necessary because of the technical errors and the
redundancy on microarrays, which can lead to incorrect results [19]. Such redundancy often
related to low complexity regions in sequences that could be detected by DNA complexity
measures implemented in the Complexity program [20, 21]. Note that problem is rather
complex and includes entropy estimates in different forms [22]. Filtering of next-generation
sequencing data based on Illumina platform and statistical estimates was suggested in [23].
The current version of the software suite includes options for Affymetrix microarray filtering
from repeated probes.
doi:10.2390/biecoll-jib-2016-292
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We performed a comparative analysis of expression data for genes whose expression is
increased in the brain tissue based on BioGPS data (http://biogps.org) and then analysed the
expression pattern of pairs of transcripts, co-localized in the genome.

Figure 2: Interface of ExpGene program for gene expression and data workflow analysis (left
panel) and microarray data processing for network analysis.

To test the developed software, we considered the correlation of genes expression in the gene
networks of circadian rhythm and cholesterol regulation, annotated in GeneNet database [24]
as well as the genes which are reportedly responsible for the aggressive behaviour in mice
[12; 25].
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The statistical analysis options include calculating of correlation coefficients for two types of
coefficients – Pearson linear correlation and Spearman rank correlation. Thus, we follow
approaches for gene co-expression analysis presented in [9]. Visualization in our software
includes options for plotting expression distribution in bar graph, gene network, and tissuespecificity graph construction for a given gene list. Bar graph plotting on the set of correlation
coefficients shows coefficients distribution. Gene network can be visualized using a
JavaScript application and represents the graph where the vertices correspond to genes.

http://journal.imbio.de/

In particular, we studied the gene networks structure formed by genes which are related to the
aggressive behavior using Internet-available information resources GeneNet
(http://wwwmgs.bionet.nsc.ru/mgs/gnw/), BioGPS (http://biogps.org) [26; 27]. After
constructing the lists of differentially expressed genes we used a set of tools for co-expression
analysis to elucidate the characteristic features of gene network, which may be related to
aggressive behavior. Standard approaches here is reconstruction of gene networks from a gene
list using manual curation such as GeneNet [24], annotation of protein-protein interactions STRING tool (Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes) [28] (http://string-db.org/)
and GeneMANIA (Multiple Association Network Integration Algorithm) [29; 30]. The
bioinformatics tools such as GeneNet [24], ANDVisio and ANDSystem [31; 32] allow to
reconstruct gene networks, corresponding to assemblies of coordinately functioning genes
controlling for biochemical, molecular-genetic, and physiological processes based on the
published data. Moreover, the complex gene networks associated with behavior and
physiological functions of an organism could be reconstructed by analysis of gene
associations, mentioned in science literature and other published sources [31; 32]. Thus, direct
association of a disease or behavior term in science text could give background for associative
network reconstruction using ANDSystem tool [32; 33].
RNA sequencing (RNA-Seq) has become a powerful approach not only for gene expression
level analysis, but for genome-wide analysis of pre-mRNA alternative splicing events. To
analyze alternative splicing events in the transcriptomics data MATS (multivariate analysis of
transcript splicing) and rMATS (replicate MATS) shown to be effective tools [14; 33]. We
implemented a Python-based application to tackle rMATs annotation. The rMATs output
lacks the information on the short isoforms spectra of particular exon. We implemented the
add-on that, based on 3 subsequent exons locations used in alternative exons identification,
retrieves from RefGene database short isoforms IDs lacking the exon. While it’s not possible
to relate exon skipping event to the particular full length isoform due to the short reads length,
we can still speculate on tissue specificity of the exon skipping events.
The list of differentially expressed genes related to aggressive behavior provides the basis for
gene network. The usage of computer technologies such as GeneNet and ANDVisio [14]
gives the possibility of reconstructing gene networks – assemblies of coordinately functioning
genes controlling biochemical, molecular-genetic, and physiological processes – based on the
published data. We used these tools for gene co-expression analysis and network
reconstruction to reveal features of such a network based on genes related aggressive
behavior.

5

Gene ontology categories for behaviour-specific genes

We used Allen Brain Atlas [6] and BioGPS databases for compilation of gene set with high
expression in the brain areas studied. These databases contain the gene expression data in a
wide variety of tissues and organs in human, mouse and rat. Gene list with high expression
was also determined using Affymetrix U133 microarrays with probe quality filtration [19]
from BioGPS (http://biogps.org). The microarray probes with high expression rate (according
to the ranking of the probes of all genes, 1%) and the genes expressed in the brain regions
(hypothalamus, prefrontal cortex, etc.) and not expressed in other organs (kidney, liver, etc.)
have been selected from the Affymetrix U133 microarray probes represented in the BioGPS
database. After the deletion of duplicated microarray probes, about 11 thousands genes
(unique identifiers) have been selected. Among these genes 15% were overexpressed in at
least one region of the brain. We estimated gene ontology categories for such gene lists as
background for specific studies of behavior in laboratory animals. Note that data from
BioGPS from microarrays only partially cover genes and brain areas studied in our RNA-seq
experiments.
doi:10.2390/biecoll-jib-2016-292
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It is interesting to note the non-random abundance of genes in the GO categories of protein
transport, phosphoproteins, and nucleotide binding complement in the gene lists. The
categories of transmission of nerve impulses and neuron development were demonstrated,
which is expected for the brain regions. Almost half of the genes (45.7%) from the list are
related to alternative splicing featuring the reported previously plasticity of synaptic genes
category in particular.
Next, we constructed differentially expressed gene lists in the brain areas studied between
aggressive and tame rats and analyzed gene ontology categories. The categories of
differentially expressed genes obtained from RNA-seq data again confirmed the presence of
neuronal genes and signal transduction terms. There are genes known as related to aggressive
behavior, such as MaoA. We continue to work on gene network reconstruction using RNAseq experiments on additional mouse brain structures in contrast groups of laboratory animals
using digital atlas of such structures [4-5; 35].

6

Analysis of alternative splicing

An additional layer of regulatory complexity in the biological processes in brain is alternative
splicing and other posttranscriptional changes that expand the variety of protein isoforms
produced. There are tools for the analysis of alternative splicing in RNA-Seq data [34].
Alternatively spliced exons in rat brain samples were elucidated by rMATs tool [15; 34]. The
parameters were set to: -dataType = single (non paired end tags); – read Length = 49; -anchor
Length=8; -junction Length = 82. Inc Form Len= 2*(j-r+1)=2*(82-49+1)=68; Skip Form
Length=34.
The joint likelihood function of the statistical model in rMATs is a combination of the
binomial distribution modeling the relationship of the exon inclusion reads, exon skipping
reads, and the exon inclusion level in each individual replicate (1), and the normal distribution
modeling the variation of the replicate exon inclusion levels within sample group (2). Thus,
the joint-likelihood function is composed of two components:
1) Exon inclusion distribution is modelled by the introducing exon inclusion rate statistic
ψI by following equation accounting for inclusion (I) and skipping (S) read numbers
and corresponding effective reads length lI and lS:

𝜓" =

"/%&
& ):
(
'& '*

Assuming binomial distribution for exon inclusion rate we obtain:
F 𝜓

=

"(,
-45

"(,
-

𝑓(𝜓)- (1 − 𝑓(𝜓))"(,3-

(1)

%& 6 &

where 𝑓(𝜓" ) is normalized inclusion rate ψI: 𝑓 𝜓" =
%& 6& (%* (736& )
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For the gene lists obtained we considered gene ontology (GO) categories, the gene neighbor
surrounding, the context structure of regulatory regions, overlapping with the microRNAs,
short non-coding transcripts in the opposite orientation, the number of exons, and the
evolutionary conservation were analyzed. The functional annotation of about 1000 genes with
a high expression only in the brain was conducted by the DAVID (Database for Annotation,
Visualization and Integrated Discovery) software for the gene ontology analysis
(http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov).
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2) The (non-paired) replicates within the each group are used to assess the exon inclusion
rate variance within the group assuming normal distribution:
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡(𝜓" ) − 𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙(𝜇 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑖𝑡 𝜓" , 𝜎 D )	
  

(2)

For the analysis of isoforms distribution in Grin1 loci, we used Principal Components (PC)
analysis based on Pearson matrix of correlation of isoforms frequencies profiles across 12
samples considered. We used XLSTAT add-on software (www.xlstat.com) to calculate the
PC routine and to plot the results.
By means of rMATs we identified several thousand alternatively spliced genes within each rat
brain area studied. The numbers of statistically significant differentially spliced exons
between aggressive and tame species were much more modest, and majorly occurred in MT
and PGM (Table 1):
Table 1: Distribution of significant (FDR<0.05) differential exon splicing events across 3 tissues
in rat brain.

Brain Regions

Alternative exons significantly
deviated between tame and
aggressive rats*

Alternative exons total

Hypothalamus

26 (20)

1832

MT

45 (32)

1900

PGM

34 (14)

1838

*in brackets the number of neural specific exons number is presented

Table 2: DAVID GO neurospecific categories abundance elucidated in the gene list.

GO_Term

Gene count

Genes Total

P-value

FDR

GO:0043005~neuron projection

114

1242

8.8E-18

1.3E-14

GO:0030425~dendrite

62

1242

3.9E-10

5.7E-07

GO:0030424~axon

55

1242

5.5E-10

8.2E-07

GO:0016192~vesicle-med. transport

103

1337

7.9E-14

1.5E-10

GO:0045202~synapse

109

1242

2.5E-20

3.7E-17

GO:0044456~synapse part

70

1242

9.1E-12

1.4E-08

GO:0014069~postsynaptic density

31

1242

3.9E-09

5.8E-06

GO:0030054~cell junction

93

1242

4.2E-09

6.2E-06
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The log likelihood test LH checks if probability of between group deviation of exon inclusion
ratios is less than pre-defined threshold e: |𝜓"7 − 𝜓"D | < 𝑒 given the within group variation (2).
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Table 2 shows non-random gene ontology (GO) categories abundance in alternatively spliced
gene lists, in particular the neuron projection and synapse, by DAVID web-server.

It was previously demonstrated that repeated social defeat stress enhances long-term
potentiation (LTP) in NMDA receptor-mediated glutamatergic transmission in the ventral
tegmental area [36]. Notably, defeated rats display enhanced learning of contextual cues
paired with cocaine experience assessed using a conditioned place preference (CPP)
paradigm. Enhancement of LTP in the VTA and cocaine CPP in behaving rats both require
glucocorticoid receptor activation during defeat episodes. These findings suggest that
enhanced glutamatergic plasticity in the VTA may contribute, at least partially, to increased
addiction vulnerability following repeated stressful experiences. Another study underlines
Ca2+ intrusion into cells via NMDA under leading to chemokine receptor CXCR4 mediated
neurotoxicity [37]. The blockade of l-type Ca2+ channels and NMDAR both prevent CXCR4mediated toxicity of CXCL12 in cerebrocortical neurons. Thus, Grin1 gene is relevant to the
stress induced response in neurons.
The precise homeostasis of glutamate concentrations necessary for the proper
neurotransmission activity may underlie the chronic stress states such as aggression and
depression [38].
The 8 isoforms of Grin1 are generated by 3 alternative exons: 5, 21 and 22 [39]. We
performed PC (Principal Components) decomposition based on isoforms profile frequencies
in 12 samples, presented in Figure 3.
Low glutamate levels activate adaptive stress responses that include proteins that protect
neurons against more severe stress. Conversely, abnormally high levels of glutamate,
resulting from increased release and/or decreased removal, cause neuronal atrophy and
depression. The deregulation of the glutamatergic transmission in depression could be
underlined by several factors including a decreased inhibition (γ-aminobutyric acid or
serotonin) or an increased excitation (primarily within the glutamatergic system).
Experimental evidence shows that the activation of N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor (NMDA)
and α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) receptors (AMPAR)
can exert two opposite effects on neurogenesis and neuron survival depending on the synaptic
or extrasynaptic concentration.
Chronic stress, which usually underlies experimental and clinical depression, enhances
glutamate release. This over activates NMDA receptors (NMDAR) and consequently impairs
AMPAR activity. Various studies show that treatment with antidepressants decreases plasma
glutamate levels in depressed individuals and regulates glutamate receptors by reducing
NMDAR function by decreasing the expression of its subunits and by potentiating AMPARmediated transmission [38].
Analysing the clustering, we deduced that exon 22 alteration is not significant for the
particular case. In contrast four, exon5-exon21 alteration variants are distributed in four
distinct quarters of the plot [40].
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Note the presence of synapse GO term in the differentially spliced gene list from mouse brain.
In the course of analysis of alternative splicing we selected glutamatergic receptor protein 1
(Grin1), which encodes 8 isoforms, 3 of which has significant deviation of their isoforms
profile frequencies between aggressive and tame species in PGM and MT regions.
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Figure 3: Isoforms expressions vectors and location of samples in Principal Components.
Bracketed sign pairs (+-), (++), (-+), (--) correspond to exon 21 and 5, correspondingly; «-»
denotes to absence and «+» - correspond to presence in mRNA. «A_» and «T_» prefixes
designate aggressive and tame rat samples, correspondingly.

Importantly, the shortest isoform, NM_001270610, features aggressive hypothalamus brain
regions, and differs statistically significantly in frequency in tame rats (FDR<8E-6). The
longest isoform NM_017010, also proved to be significantly deviated (FDR<1E-2) in is
characteristic of tame hypothalamus [40]. From previous studies [39] it was elucidated the
exon 21 skipping mediates neuron depolarization. It could be speculated that synapse activity
is higher in aggressive rats.

Discussion
Heredity has been found to significantly contribute to aggressiveness in studies of various
animal species, including monkeys [41], dogs [42], mice [43], birds [44], and humans [45].
Hence, the genetic factors contribute substantially to the phenotypic variation of
aggressiveness in populations. This is confirmed by inter-strain differences in the
manifestation of aggression in laboratory animals and by the fast progress of selection for
elevated and reduced aggressiveness traits. Note that in the scientific literature on genetics of
aggressive behavior the main conclusion underlines multi-loci, or pleiotropic, determination
of aggressive behavior. There are no major genes currently reported for this trait [1]. RNA
profiling studies could help extend knowledge of genes related to aggressive behavior.
doi:10.2390/biecoll-jib-2016-292
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Currently we work on the gene network reconstruction using RNA-seq experiments on mouse
brain areas in contrast groups of laboratory animals differing by behavior [35].
The functional annotation of genes with a differential expression in the brain areas of rats
selected by aggressive behavior was conducted by the DAVID software for the gene ontology
analysis [48] (http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov). Note that in scientific literature on genetics of
aggressive behavior main conclusion underline multi-loci determination of aggressive
behavior. There are no major genes reported. Main data sources for the laboratory animal
models are Mouse Genome Database (MGD) [49] and Rat Genome Database (RGD) [50] for
annotation focused on these model organisms, including knockout phenotypes and
quantitative trait loci. BioGPS portal contains the data and analysis tools including arrays in
tissues and cell lines [27] that could be used as background for brain gene expression studies.
Regulation of gene expression in tissues could have complex patterns defined by promoter
regulation, transcription factors activity, distal regulatory elements and nucleosome
occupancy [51] that could be taken into account using available genomics data. For first
genome-wide sequencing experiments (ChIP-seq data) skewed distributions of protein-DNA
binding was shown and quantified [52]. Transcriptome profiling data face similar problems in
terms of reliable detection of low expressed transcripts. Gene expression data imply
development of statistical tools to find significant difference in transcript levels and gene
isoform variety based on sequencing data.
Gene Atlas [6] as well as GEO NCBI resources (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/) serve as
data sources for rat brain transcriptomics. New ExpGene stand-alone application helps
analyze co-expression patterns. Previously we developed RatDNA database for microarray
studies in rat model (age-associated deceases) [53; 54]. Based on the obtained data we
constructed the MAGGENE database (Mouse and rat AGgressiveness Gene), which contains
the information on genes differentially expressed in tissues of aggressive and tame rats
including expression rate measured by RNA-seq data analysis. We also included the
information on gene ontologies according to enrichment analysis with DAVID [48] and on
gene pathways extracted from ANDVisio [31]. The SNPs from our genomic data were
mapped
to
protein
sequences.
The
database
is
available
online:
http://www.lcg.nsu.ru/maggene. The MySQL dump is accessible to download.
Overall, we analyzed lists of differentially expressed genes in three brain areas in samples of
aggressive and tame rats selected at the Institute of Cytology and Genetics SB RAS.
Computer pipelines and software for gene expression data processing helped in functional
annotation of the aggressiveness-related genes. Note the presence of abundant GO categories
of protein transport, phosphoproteins, and nucleotide binding in the selected list of genes. The
categories of transmission of nerve impulses and neuron development were demonstrated,
which is expected for the brain regions and implies deviance in synapse functioning. Almost
half of the genes from the list are related to alternative splicing. RNA-seq analysis of
differentially expressed genes in rat and mice confirmed the presence of genes already known
as being related to aggressive behavior.
doi:10.2390/biecoll-jib-2016-292
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The genetic nature of aggressive behavior is demonstrated by differences in the manifestation
of aggression between animal strains in identical environments. Inbred mouse and rat strains
differ in the manifestation of aggression by the various tests: after long-term isolation; after
the electric stimulation, in the tube restraint-induced attack test, and the resident – intruder
test [46; 47]. These data point to the influence of genetic factors which contribute to the
determination of different mechanisms controlling aggression. Studies of mice and rats
revealed various relationships between the hereditary anxiety level and aggressiveness.
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Previous studies reported quite valuable information on the gene expression alteration both in
the inherited and the ‘induced/acquired’ models of aggression [56]. We reconfirmed the brain
specific deviations of gene expression in our data, in particular in synapse specific genes. The
systemic research of gene expression in the brain cells using comprehensive experimental
approaches is required for interdisciplinary neurobiological studies, and future research has to
be conducted using new transcriptome data and software applications for gene expression
analysis [1; 16; 55]. D.A. Smagin et al [35] found differentially expressed genes in mouse
behavior models of aggressive confrontations while studying larger number of brain areas.
Implication of ribosomal genes in male aggressive mice neural metabolism was shown [4].
New application for network reconstruction by transcriptome data in rat hypothalamus was
recently published continuing studies in the same brain areas [57]. Analysis of nucleotide
polymorphisms in human genes associated with aggressive behavior by OMIM (Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man) database (http://omim.org/) revealed role of regulatory
mechanisms in gene expression in promoter regions [58]. Thus, the integration of computer
tools allows solving more complex problems of molecular mechanisms of behavior studies
using transcriptome sequencing data.
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